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TICKET TO HEAVEN
I would like to tell you about my feature-length screenplay
called “Ticket to Heaven”. This action-fantasy script is full of
dangerous twists and turns, betrayals and sacrifices. A
detective and reckless gang leader are forced to work together
to save a girl, who they are both in love with. Approximate
budget of this screenplay – 10 000 000 + USD. This script is
completely finished and is available on Russian and English
languages.
WGA west number - 1862758.
LOGLINE: When a reckless gangster dies saving his bride from a
detective's bullet, he must earn his ticket to heaven by
becoming his killer’s guardian angel.
SYNOPSIS:
During a violent bank robbery, imperious gang leader HECTOR, 35,
saves his bride AINE, 25, from being shot by taking the bullet
fired at her by police sergeant, ROBERTS, 32. Hector's huge
sidekick DUKE, 40, takes Aine away against her wishes. Roberts
remains at the scene, lying unconscious in his own blood. Hector
dies and finds himself in the Archangel’s office. He led a
sinful life, but sacrificed himself for his loved one. Archangel
gives him a chance to earn a ticket to heaven by becoming the
guardian angel of his killer, Detective Roberts, for 40 days. He
will have the power to move objects close to Roberts. If he
refuses, terrible torments await him in Hell for eternity.
Hector feels he has no choice, and agrees.
Duke sets up Aine and forces her to tell him the name of the
bank where Hector kept stolen diamonds in a safety deposit
box. Roberts is in a coma. Hector uses his powers to bring him
out of the coma and shows himself to Detective. Hector persuades
Roberts to save Aine from the LAPD, which are looking for her,
by giving Roberts half of his diamonds. They take Aine to a
Christian nursing home, where there is no TV or
internet. Roberts introduces Aine as his bride and a doctor
agrees to take her on to work as a nurse. For the first time in
her life, Aine doesn’t need to run from anyone. She finds a
connection with Roberts’ aunt and other nursing home residents.

Roberts and Hector, though complete opposites, are forced to
work together to find Duke, who has taken possession of Hector’s
key from the bank deposit box. Roberts gets closer and closer to
Aine and they fall in love. Hector cannot handle this. He
believes Aine has always been, and will always be, only his.
Duke manages to kidnap Aine and shoot Roberts just as Hector's
40 day time on Earth comes to an end. Hector kills Duke and has
to decide: go to heaven and leave heartbroken Aine with dead
Roberts, or exchange his ticket and go to Hell, which would
allow Roberts to be revived to live on Earth with Aine.
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